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NEW Riviera BH Lounger for Intensive Use Environments
Behavioral Health Seating with Residential Appeal
Ontario, Canada - Stance Healthcare announced today they will be launching a Behavioral Healthcare version
of their popular Riviera Lounge Chair. The Behavioral Healthcare version of the lounge chair will officially
launch next month, in advance of its showing at one of the most recognizable tradeshows in commercial
design – NeoCon 2017.
“Research has indicated that layout, design and structure has an effect on patient outcomes, so healthcare
facilities are shifting design to create spaces that feel less institutional and more like home. We continue to
contribute to that movement with innovative product offerings such as the Riviera” says President, Carl
Kennedy. “We were able to take one of our most popular home-like lounge collections and modify it for
intensive use environments. So it has all the comforts of home - without sacrificing safety and security
considerations.”
The Riviera BH Lounge Chair, designed specifically for Behavioral Health
environments, has all the comfort and transitional style of the original, but
includes enhanced durability and safety features:



No exposed fasteners and upholstery staples
Non-removable seat cushions and legs

To experience the NEW Rivera Lounge Chair, specifically designed for
Behavioral Health Environments, visit Stance Healthcare (booth 7-2062) at
NeoCon 2017 from June 12 – 14 at The Mart in Chicago. For show
information please visit www.neocon.com.
Watch for the hashtag #RvrBH on Stance Healthcare’s social media sites to learn more about the Riviera
Behavioral Health Seating Collection.
About Stance Healthcare
Founded in 2006, Stance Healthcare manufactures furniture for healing environments, with a particular focus
on hospitals and behavioral health facilities. Stance Healthcare has a reputation for providing high quality
products that meet the ever-evolving demands in the areas of design, comfort, safety, durability, renewability,
infection control and environmental sustainability. With a strong understanding of patient-centered design,
Stance Healthcare is committed to providing innovative furniture solutions that support the healing process.
Please visit www.stancehealthcare.com for the latest news and in-depth information on Stance Healthcare.
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